


Key functions include time streaming of multiple channels, event data capture, advanced alarm criteria function*, programmable 
time interval collection, and Modbus interface to standard HMI systems*. All the functionality required by the Analyst, Predictive 
Maintenance Personnel, Reliability Manager/Turbine Supervisor, Operator, and many other factory personnel. 

Full range of analytical tools designed to meet the demands of the analyst as well as the operator and all personnel in between. 
Historical data is maintained in a SQL database for predictive analysis while streaming, transient and event data are stored for 
quick evaluation by the analyst. The operator has easy access to vibration data through any standard HMI device*.

Configurable in 4 channel increments for applications ranging from small Balance of Plant equipment to large critical equipment 
such as large Turbines.

infiSYS RV-200
Complete Vibration Analysis and Diagnostic System

※ Products that will be developed and manufactured in the future.

Key Features

View Station

※

※

※ ※

(*Coming soon)

(*Coming soon)

▶ High speed data collection
 - Trend data ............. Updates every 1 second

 (In alarm high speed acquisition mode, updates are every 0.1 second*.)

  - Waveform data ... Every 10 seconds updates

▶  Wide variety of input functions
 - VM-7
 - VM-5 (Using DAQpod)
 - Third party monitors (Using DAQpod)
▶ Multichannel (Streaming / Simultaneous)
 - Up to 480 channels
▶ Full range of analytical functions
▶ Supports access to data by employing a SQL Server
▶ Easy to use graphical interface

* When using DAQpod, for
20 seconds before alarm and 
10 seconds after alarm
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Multi Purpose

Scalable

Right Tool

SHINKAWA CMS （Condition Monitoring System） Configuration



Data for any measuring point can be displayed 
instantly by selecting the measuring point from 
the Measuring Point Selection tree, which has a 
hierarchical structure, and by dragging and 
dropping it into the display area.

Analytical graphs include waveform graphs, 
Lissajous (orbit) and waveforms, machine train 
diagrams, waterfall diagrams, Bode diagrams, 
polar plots, spectrum diagrams, Campbell 
diagrams, etc.

Full range of analysis functions

Multiple graph display pages that are already 
arranged and configured can be displayed 
interchangeably by switching the tabs.

Graph display switch tab

By dragging and dropping one of the graph 
icons from the graph tree, the desired graph 
and data are immediately displayed.

The displayed graph type can be eazily selected from a tree

Data can be selected from a tree

* The screen shots shown in this document may be different from the actual ones.* The screen shots shown in this document may be different from the actual ones.

▶ Gas & Steam Turbines

▶ Generators

▶ Feed Pumps

▶ Turbo Compressors

▶ Fans, Blowers, Compressors

▶ BOP Equipment

Range of Applicable Equipment

Display Sample : Tiled display of 6 graphs 
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Critical Speed = 2320 rpm (39Hz)
(Vibration 185μmp-p)

Lost 2500 rpm

Critical Speed

This graph displays short term and long term chronological 
changes using a line chart.
Displayed data (multiple selections are allowed): Rotation 
speed, GAP, OA, 0.5 X amplitude, 0.5 X phase, 1X amplitude, 
1X phase, 2X amplitude, 2X phase, NOT 1X amplitude, nX1 to 
nX4 amplitude and phase, Smax amplitude, various alarm 
setting values.

This graph composes signals from each X and Y sensor and 
displays the dynamic motion of the center of a rotating shaft.
The Lissajous (Orbit) plot helps to identify any abnormal 
status including imbalance, misalignment, or oil whirl and oil 
whip.

This shows the vibration vector at the time of start-up/shut-down 
of the machine.
From this plot, the user can balance the adjustment and see the 
vibration levels and critical speed during the start-up/shut-down 
of the machine.
Displayed data (Switchable display):  1X, 2X
This allows over lay of current data on top of past data.

The 3D illustration of rotating machinery diagram displays 
the number of revolutions as well as the location and the 
vibration amplitude of each measuring point.
For each machine, recent values can be displayed in a list 
view.

This plot is used to analyze changes in frequency 
components that occur over time.

Examples of Data Displays
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Trend Graph

Machine Train Diagram

Lissajous (Orbit) and Waveform Graph

Polar Plot

Waterfall Diagram



Critical Speed = 2320 rpm (39Hz)Critical Speed = 2320 rpm (39Hz)
(Vibration 185μmp-p)(Vibration 185μmp-p)

Lost 2500 rpmLost 2500 rpmLost 2500 rpm

Critical SpeedCritical Speed

The most common abnormal vibration is due 
to the mismatching between shaft  center and 
mass center, manufacturing error or machine 
component missing.
The characteristic of the vibration is  to 
generate 1X component, which is sine wave 
or similar. Vibration becomes largest at critical 
speed.

Oil whirl vibration is specific to rotating machinaery 
supported by sleeve bearings.
Characteristics: Oil Whirl condition will generate 
high vibration at 40% to 48% of running speed.

The misalignment vibration is the vibration 
generated when some deviat ion  ex is ts  
between two shafts connected with a coupling. 
As for the characteristics,  the 1X vibration 
frequency component  and 2X vibration 
component are generated.

A broken or missing turbine blade will generate 
unbalance vibration.
Characteristics: the rotational speed vibration (1X) 
will suddenly change the amplitude and phase 
angle.

This diagram displays the amplitude and phase in separate 
graphs with rotation speed used as the horizontal axis.
From this  d iagram,  the  user  can see  the  v ibrat ion 
status/critical speed during the start-up/shut-down of the 
machine.
Displayed data (Switchable display):  1X, 2X
This allows over lay of current data on top of past data.

Case Studies

Critical Speed = 2320 rpm (39 Hz)
(Vibration 185 μm p-p)

OA Vibration

1X = 39 Hz

Critical Speed

OA

1X

0.5X = 33 Hz

1X = 66 Hz

Oil-whirl

2X = 40Hz

2X = 40Hz

1X = 20Hz

1X = 20Hz

■ Normal

■ When misalignment occurs

Critical Speed
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Bode Diagram

Unbalanced Vibration (Example of Analysis Result)

Oil Whirl Vibration (Example of Analysis Result)

Misalignment Vibration (Example of Analysis Result)

Broken Turbine Blade



DP-2000
AP-2000

Eddy current sensor
Velocity / acceleration sensor

(Up to 480 points input/system)  Streaming / Simultaneous

Data Acquisition Unit
DAQpod

Data Acquisition Unit
DAQpod

Collect, analyze, and diagnose signals sent from any monitor or sensor

Existing monitors except VM-7 can 
be connected to the View Station 
by connecting the buffered output 
to the DAQpod.

EthernetHUB
Remote station

View Station

(DAQpod and VM-7 can coexist. Up to 20 machines/system.)

Digital signal line
Analog signal line

VM-7 Monitoring System

VM-5 Monitor

VM-7 
Monitor

infiSYS RV-200

Example of System Configuration

System Specifications
Item Specifications

Maximum number of connections 20 machines (VM-7, DAQpod)

Maximum number of measuring points 480 points

Number of FFT lines VM-7        : 800 lines
DAQpod : 400/800/1600 lines

Data saving function for short-term or long-
term capture

Short term data saving period Can be set to any length between 1 day and 31 days.
Short term data saving interval Trend data: 1 second

Waveform data: 10 seconds/20 seconds/30 seconds/1 minute/2 minutes/3 minutes/5 minutes/10 minutes
Long term data saving period 1 year/2 years/3 years/4 years/ 5 years
Long term data saving interval 10 minutes/20 minutes/1 hour/2 hours

Alarm event data saving function Time range of the data to be 
saved

Trend data          : 24 hours of data before and after the alarm occurred

* Saves 100 records per measuring point

Data saving interval Trend data          : Every 1 second

Type of alarm OA amplitude, 1X amplitude/phase, 2X amplitude/phase, rotation speed, process data

Transient data saving function Data saving period

* 50 records per measuring point each for startup and shutdown
Number of data sets per record Based on the saving period and saving interval (There is no limitation on the number of data sets per transient)
Data saving interval

Number of histories Number of transient histories per measuring point 100
Number of alarm histories per measuring point 100
Number of event histories per hardware item 10,000

Data display function Displayable graphs Trend graph, bar graph, spectrum, waveform, waterfall, Lissajous (orbit) and waveform, polar (Nyquist), shaft 
trajectory, S-V graph, X-Y graph, full spectrum, graph during transient (trend, Bode diagram, Polar plot, Lissajous 
(orbit) and waveform, spectrum, waveform, shaft trajectory, waterfall)

List view Recent value list, system history, alarm history, alarm setting list
Other diagrams: Machine train diagrams (maximum 24)

Diagnostic functions
(*optional)

Imbalance, permanent bends, rotor defects, misalignment, resonance with critical speed, rotor cracks, poor precision of an unsymmetrical shaft gear, 
contact of sealed parts, oil whirl, oil whipping, steam whirl/seal whirl, cavitations, blade vibration, draft core, surging

Operating Environment OS Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional SP3 (32 bit)
Microsoft® Windows® 7 (32/64 bit) Professional or later  
Microsoft® Windows® Server® 2008 R2 or later

Other requirements Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008
Microsoft® .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 or later

 * Windows, Windows Server, SQL Server, Microsoft, and Microsoft .NET are registered trademarks of Microsoft 
Corporation in the Untied States and other countries.

Alarm high speed acquisition mode:
Trend data of 20 seconds before alarm and 
10 seconds after alarm are saved. (Only 
applicable to the channels connected to 
DAQpod.)

Waveform data : 24 hours of data before and after the alarm occurred

Waveform data : Based on the normal waveform data saving interval

Δt setting: Trend 1 second/waveform 10 seconds (Fixed)
Δrpm setting: From Δ1 rpm to Δ100 rpm (1 rpm increments)

Start-up period: From [Specified number of revolutions] to [specified number of revolutions] + N minutes (can 
be set to any time between 0 - 60 minutes) (Example: 100 rpm to 2,950 rpm + 20 minutes)
Shut-down period: From [Specified number of revolutions] to [specified number of revolutions] 
(Example: 2,950 rpm ‒ 100 rpm)
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To display a graph, select the train tree channel and 
drag and drop a graph icon from the graph tree into 
the display area. In the display area, it is possible to 
move and display graphs freely so that they can be 
most suitably arranged for your task.

Another method of selecting and displaying graphs 
is to use the graph icons. By clicking on the graph 
icon on the tool bar (located at the top of the graph 
display area), you can display graphs in the display 
area.

You can switch between multiple graph display pages 
that have been arranged and configured using the 
tabs.

４．Save the screen status with 
one touch

You can store the status of the current screen, which 
can then be restored to the original state at any time.

Drag and drop 
waterfall 
(3D spectrum) Click on Display or Hide icons in the 

graph menu to control the display 
of graph icons.

Drag and drop Lissajous 
and waveform

Drag and drop Bode 
diagram

You can create a graph display 
page by selecting and arranging 
the desired graphs and then giving 
the tab a name.

Graph icons

Easy-to-use with an excellent user interface

１．Freely arrange and display 
multiple graphs

２．One click graph display ３．The displayed graphs can be
switched using the tab

Drag and drop function
Graphs can be selected using 
graph icons Graph display switching tab function

Screen status saving function
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Specifications

DAQpod: 400/800/1600 lines

Rotation speed, OA amplitude, GAP, 0.5X amplitude/phase, 1X amplitude/phase, 2X amplitude/phase, Not-1X amplitude,
nX1 to nX4 amplitude/phase, Smax amplitude, Σ8X or higher amplitude, IR/OR/BS vibration.

Trend data collection interval Every 1 second (every 0.1 second during alarm high speed acquisition mode*)

Waveform data collection interval During normal operation: Every 10/ 20/ 30 seconds, 1/ 2/ 3/ 5 /10 minutes
During transient: Δt setting: Trend every 1 second (fixed)

Waveform every 10 seconds (fixed)
Δrpm setting: From Δ1 rpm to Δ100 rpm (1 rpm increments) 

The actual intervals that can be used to collect data will be limited depending on the number of channels and system requirements.

Ethernet 100 Base-T

AP-2000H/D (19” rack )     :  85 - 264 VAC

DP-2000 (24 ch box)          :  DC 24 V ±10%

Phase marker channels: 4 ch, vibration channels: 44 ch

800 lines

Rotation speed, OA amplitude, GAP, 0.5X amplitude/phase, 1X amplitude/phase, 2X amplitude/phase, Not-1X amplitude.

Trend data collection interval

 

Every 1 second

 

Process data: Every 10 seconds

Waveform data collection interval During normal operation: Every 10/ 20/ 30 seconds, 1/ 2/ 3/ 5 /10 minutes

 The actual intervals that can be used to collect data will be limited depending on the number of channels and the system requirements.

Ethernet 100 Base-T

Supports redundant power supply with VM-75 □B Power Supply Module (85-264 VAC, 24 VDC ± 10%, 110 VDC ± 10%)

Item

Number of inputs (number of channels)

Number of FFT lines

Trend data

Data collection interval

Network Interface

Power supply voltage

Dimensions

Number of inputs (number of channels)

Number of frequency analysis lines

Trend data

Data collection interval

Network Interface

Power supply voltage

nX1 to nX4 amplitude/phase, Smax amplitude.

* Module for 24 VDC is under development. 

During transient: Δt setting: Trend every 1 second (fixed)

Waveform every 10 seconds (fixed)
Δrpm setting: From Δ1 rpm to Δ100 rpm (1 rpm increments)

AP-2000H* (19” rack)      Maximum number of vibration channels = [48 ch ‒ (number of phase marker channels)] x 2
      Number of phase marker channels = [0, 4, 8, 12, 16 ch] x 2

AP-2000D* (19” rack)  Maximum number of vibration channels = 48 ch ‒ (number of phase marker channels) 
       Number of phase marker channels = 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 ch

DP-2000 (24 ch box) Maximum number of vibration channels = 24 ch ‒ (number of phase marker channels)
  Number of phase marker channels = 0, 4, 8 ch

* DAQpod AP-2000H: two 48-channel systems incorporated.
DAQpod AP-2000D: one 48-channel system incorporated.

* With DAQpod, effective period of alarm high speed acquisition mode is 20 seconds
 before alarm, 10 seconds after alarm.

AP-2000H/D (19” rack )    :  482 (W) x 132.5 (H) x 444 (D) mm

DP-2000  (24 ch box)        :  96 (W) x 224 (H) x 165 (D) mm
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Graph Display Control Function

Hardware Specifications
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